SUMMER PROGRAM NOTICE #24

2012 - Summer Discovery Program....college enrichment, college preparation and community service for high school students....

Important Note: If you are selected for the internship, please inform Mr. Honor immediately via email at: bths.internship@gmail.com
2012
summer discovery
re-college enrichment, college preparation and community service for high school students

discovery internships
summer high school internships

UCS A
 UC Santa Barbara
 University of Michigan
 Loyola University, Chicago
 Georgetown University
 University of Pennsylvania
 New York University (NYU)
 Emerson College, Boston

Shanghai, China
 Cambridge University
 & London
 Barcelona & Madrid, Spain
 Florence, Italy
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junior discovery

middle school enrichment

UCLA

Georgetown University

junior discovery

middle school enrichment

junior discovery

middle school enrichment

discovery internships.com  summerdiscovery.com  jrdiscovery.com
2012 summer discovery
pre-college enrichment, college preparation and community service for high school students

discovery internships
summer high school internships

junior discovery
middle school enrichment

Musiker Discovery Programs, Inc. / Discovery Internships, LLC.
1326 Old Northern Boulevard • Roslyn, New York 11576
info@summerdiscovery.com • 516.621.3939 • Fax 516.625.3438

For even more info, videos, photos and our interactive chat-live feature, visit our websites!
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